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Micro-Variation in Aspect Splits in Nominative-Accusative system

INTRODUCTION. North-Eastern Neo-Aramaic (NENA) languages are semitic languages which show
aspect splits in agreement without showing any ergativity. Kalin & van-Urk (2015) provide an anal-
ysis of aspect splits in two NENA languages, Senaya and Christian Barwar. They propose that these
splits, like aspect-based split ergativity (Laka 2006, Coon 2010, a.o), arise because of an aspectual
predicate in the imperfective that introduces an additional φ-probe. Nevertheless, as Kalin (2014)
notes, this analysis can’t be maintained for Jewish Amadyia. Providing data from my fieldwork
on an under-documented NENA language, Shaputnaya, I show that their analysis doesn’t extend to
Shaputnaya either. I propose that all of these four aspect splits can be straightforwardly accounted
for via an additional assumption to the Kalin & van-Urk (2015) system: v in the perfective can host
a φ-probe. Under this account, the split in NENA languages arises not because the number of probes
differ across two aspects but because the position of the agreement probe in the perfective is lower
than the agreement probe in the imperfective. Consequently, these probes agree with different ar-
guments: objects in the perfective and subjects in the imperfective. The unifying property of these
system is that the imperfective aspect head always carries a φ-probe (Kalin & van-Urk, 2015). The
variation among these languages is the result of different featural content of agreement probes on
T and v. I argue that a potentially active v in the perfective aspect can also capture the ergative to
nominative-accusative continuum within the Neo-Aramaic language family (Doron & Khan, 2012).

BACKGROUND. All NENA languages have two sets of agreement suffixes which mark features of
arguments on the verb: these are known as S.suffixes and L.suffixes (Khan 2002, 2008). Each can
be found on both present and past stems. The order of these suffixes is always fixed, S.suffixes
are closer to the verbal stem than L.suffixes. The function of these suffixes reverses across aspects.
Subjects are marked by S-suffixes in the imperfective aspect and by L-suffixes in the perfective.
Direct objects, on the other hand, are marked by L-suffixes in the imperfective aspect and by S-
suffixes in the perfective. Some of the NENA languages show a person restriction on the object
agreement such that only third person definite objects can trigger agreement on the verb. However,
this person restriction differs from the familiar cases of PCC which are typically confined to verb
phrases with two internal arguments, rather than one(Anagnostopoulou 2003; Bèjar and Rezac
2003, a.o.). In the four NENA languages which are the focus of this paper, the person restriction on
the object agreement can be seen even when there is only one internal argument.

(1) The Agreement patterns of the four NENA languages

Dialects Non-Perfective Perfective 3rd Person Restriction on Objects
SENAYA V-SS-OL V-SL*1 No Person Restriction

JEWISH AMADIYA V-SS-OL V-OS-SL No Person Restriction
CHRISTIAN BARWAR V-SS-OL V-OS-SL Only in Perfective

SHAPUTNAYA
FUT:V-SS-OL

*2IMPF: V-O-SS
V-OS-SL Perfective & Non-Perfective

SS = Subject marked by S-suffix; SL = Subject marked by L-suffix; OS = Object marked by S-suffix;
OL = Object marked by L-suffix; O = Object marked by an invariant morpheme -o; *1there’s no object
agreement in the perfective; *2Shaputnaya uses the infinitival stem for the imperfective.

ANALYSIS. I provide a unified analysis of the micro-variation in the agreement systems of NENA

languages. In particular, the goal is to provide answers to the following questions:
(i) Why is the order of S.suffixes and L.suffixes fixed, while their function differ across aspects?
(ii) Why, in some NENA languages, do only 3rd person definite objects trigger agreement?
Question (i): I follow the Mirror Principle of Baker (1985) to take the order of S.suffixes and
L.suffixes as the reflection of the order in which the agreement relations associated with these
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suffixes apply. Following Kalin & van-Urk (2015), the imperfective aspect head always carries a φ-
probe in all of these languages, while such a probe is absent in the perfective aspect head. Instead, it
is v in the perfective which can host a φ-probe. Agreement with v and Asp heads is morphologically
realized with the S.suffixes as they are the first agreement relations in the derivation. The position
of these probes determine which argument they agree with. As it is v which carries a probe in
the perfective, the probe associated with S.suffix agrees with the closest goal, namely the object.
Whereas in the imperfective, the probe associated with the S.suffix is on Asp and it agrees with the
closest argument: the subject. When T merges to the derivation, it agrees with the argument whose
φ-features have not already been agreed with (i.e. the subject in the perfective, and the object in
the imperfective respectively). The agreement with T is always realized with L.suffixes. Variation
among these language is the result of the different featural content of the agreement probes on T
and v. These heads can either carry a person probe, a number probe, or none.
Question (ii): Kalin & van-Urk (2015)’s system derive the person restriction on objects by drawing
together PLC (Bèjar & Rezac, 2003) and a split φ-probe. Based on their account, the person restric-
tion must be limited to environments where two arguments must be licensed by a single φ-probe.
However, Shaputnaya shows this person restriction in the Non-Perfective aspect, where there are two
φ-probes available (Kalin & van Urk, 2015). Therefore, their account undergenerates. Moreover,
the Kalin & van Urk (2015) account overgenerates in the case of J. Amadiya: there is no person
restriction in the Perfective aspect, where they argue there is only one φ-probe. My account differs
in that I take person and number probes to be separate syntactic heads (Sigurðsson & Holmberg
2008, Preminger 2013, a.o). If the head that the object agrees with only carries a number probe,
person features of 1st/2nd person objects would end up not being checked. This derivation would
violate the PLC and crash. Crucially, this addition also accounts for J. Amadiya and Shaputnaya,
which Kalin & van Urk (2015) cannot capture. The details of this analysis is given below.

(2) a. Non-perfective
T’

T S, CB, JA = φ
F-SH = #
I-SH = ∅


AspP

Asp[
φ

I-SH = π/#

] vP

Subj ...
Obj

b. Perfective
T’

T[
φ
] AspP

Asp vP

Subj v’

v JA = φ
CB,SH = #

S = ∅


Obj

Legend: S=Senaya/ CB=Ch.Barwar/ JA=J.Amadiya/ SH=Shaputnaya F-SH= Future in SH/ I-SH=Imperfective in SH

I-SH: Infinitival T is inactive. Asp has a split probe. π agrees with subj; # with obj. Obj agreement is marked by an invariant morpheme.

Imperfective: v doesn’t have a probe but Asp
carries a φ probe and agrees with the closest
goal: the subject. This agreement is marked
with S.suffixes. The φ-features of the sub-
ject are checked and become inactive, and no
longer an intervener for AGREE (Kalin & van-
Urk, 2015). So, T can agree with the object.
This T agreement is marked with L.suffixes.

Perfective: v can carry a probe and agrees with
the closest goal: the object. This agreement
is marked with S.suffixes. Asp doesn’t carry a
probe. So, the subject feature are unchecked,
and hence active for T agreement. This T agree-
ment is marked with L.suffixes. This system de-
rives the person restriction on the object when
the head that it agrees with carries a # probe.

CONCLUSION. I provide evidence of further microvariation within the aspect splits of NENA lan-
guages. I argue that a two probe account for both Aspect types can straightforwardly capture both
the crosslinguistic agreement and the person restriction patterns in the four NENA varieties.
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